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UNDERSTANDING THE LIFECYCLE OF A CLUB

INTRODUCTION
Whether you are looking to start a new group, revitalize a struggling
club, or take your thriving club to the next level, this manual will
highlight the essential ingredients clubs can integrate, at any stage,
into their program. This tool may be leveraged by individuals
(members or non-members) looking to start a group or districts
who want to support clubs in reviewing best practices.

The strategies presented in this guide will support you in your
journey of building a vibrant club, however that journey likely will
not be linear. 
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It's important to understand that there are regular cycles to club
growth, with the use of the strategies included in this guide you'll be
able to extend the lifecycle of the club, creating a vibrant club. 



Identify your Target Market: Every club has a niche, some
are geared towards young professionals while others are
curated for new leaders, think about who your club
wants to attract
Build your Product: While Toastmasters pathways
provides a framework for your program, the projects and
themes within can be customized to meet the clubs
goals 
Enlist a Core Group: Every club needs a founding group,
you can't do this alone! Utilize your existing network to
attract your founding members
Establish Group Processes & Standards: Consistency will
be key for organizing a new group! Establishing
standards early on will allow for a seamless integration
into a cohesive club environment

Running Speechcraft: Utilize Speechcraft as a
foundational program to attract guests and new
members
Targeted  Marketing: There are many potential members
beyond your current network, it's all about making your
club visible to your target market
Community & Networking: Toastmasters allows us to
build life-long friends and expand our networks,
facilitating that will attract and maintain members 
Recognition & Celebration: Recognition is the currency
of volunteers, recognizing individuals achievements
helps them feel motivated and demonstrates excellence

Feedback Cycle: The club should always be looking for
ways to improve for it's members
Succession Planning: While we'd love for members to be
involved forever, some move on to bigger and better
opportunities and as a club there needs to be constant
planning to maintain leaders
Mentoring: In order to develop new leaders within your
club, a mentoring program is essential

BUILDING A 
VIBRANT CLUB
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If you are looking to start a new group or business, what are
your favourite hobbies or interests? 
Is there a market need not currently being met?
Are there already existing networking groups where people
naturally gather to discuss a topic? 

How do you determine your WHY?

For Toastmasters, there are endless interests or demographics that
could bring people together, including book clubs, fitness, animals,
the environment, young professionals, political views, etc. Even
within large companies, targeting specific employee groups for a
club can be great for team building and networking.

If you are an existing club, your “why” is likely inherent in existing
members. Discuss or send a poll to the group asking why they
joined and stayed.
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STEP 1:
IDENTIFY YOUR
TARGET MARKET

Setting an intention at the outset ensures that
everyone involved in the initiative is clear on why they
would want to be involved and how to effectively
communicate the benefits of joining with other
prospective team members.

Simon Sinek has excellent resources to
support this exercise called “Finding
Your Why.” See his videos on YouTube
or the several books he has written – see
his website HERE.

2023

https://simonsinek.com/


WHAT IS
YOUR
WHY?

WHAT PATHWAY
WOULD BEST

ACHIEVE THAT
WHY?

HOW CAN YOU
CUSTOMIZE YOUR

PATHWAY?

It's recommended for the club
to work on the same pathway
in order for members to feel
supported in the journey. 

This shared pathway
experience should align to the
WHY for your club.
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STEP 2:
BUILD YOUR

PRODUCT 
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Refer to Step 1 for support in
determining your WHY

Once you have your pathway
selected, dive into the projects
and begin to map themes and
project ideas for your club
based on your WHY

Truly effective clubs plan a
connection between Pathways
projects and meeting themes
so members can easily plan
their speeches for every
meeting. This plan is most
effective when developed for
the educational year. Select a
path conducive to supporting
the members' goals and map
all projects to meeting dates
together with engaging
themes.



Passionate individuals who share a mutual
goal
Dynamic professionals from diverse
backgrounds 
Individuals ready to actively contribute 

Look for a commitment from these individuals
to actively contribute to the group and stay
with the group for several years to stabilize the
club.

For clubs already in existence, members of the
core team may be all the existing members,
members of the executive, or other identified
members who are passionate about creating an
action plan for the group.

WHO DOES A VIBRANT CLUB NEED?

WHAT DO YOU NEED FROM THE WHO?

1

2

STEP #3: 
ENLIST A CORE

GROUP
Once you have identified your target market and value statement,
start by identifying a core group of 4-6 people who are equally as

passionate about the group theme as you are. Ideally, each is skilled
in different areas, including marketing, operations, learning &

development
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Creating a consistent schedule for the club will allow for members to plan and
prepare for meetings. Try to maintain the same place and time for 2-3 months
before adjusting to let members work Toastmasters into their routines.

Will the group like to meet online or hybrid to allow for a
broader reach? 

If the target audience is professionals, will these professionals
be looking to develop their online presence, or do they need a
break from screens and prefer to meet in person?

If the group plans to meet in person, the location's cost must
also be considered; if a rental fee is required, will the group be
able to afford the additional membership fee? 

The group's location is a critical element of the group’s success.
Once you have identified the group’s purpose and target market,
think about where and when these individuals would naturally
prefer to participate in the meetings. 

STEP #4: 
ESTABLISH GROUP
PROCESSES &
STANDARDS
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LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION

Meeting day and time are also critical
relative to the group's needs. If the
meeting time is near a regular eating
time, would it make sense to meet at a
restaurant or bar? 



Planning and creating processes for the best member and guest
experience is essential before hosting your first meeting. These

processes must be reviewed regularly for clubs already in
existence to ensure the best experience.

STEP #4: 
ESTABLISH GROUP

PROCESSES &
STANDARDS

Leverage the above resources to reach out to new members and
support existing members in following the program
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Website 
Try: FreeToast Host 

or EasySpeak

Guest Book & 
Mailing List

Follow up with Guests!

Member Packages:
Information packets,
Orientation material,

Membership Applications

Finances:
Budget, Club Fees &

Bank Account

Member
Communications

Meeting Agenda & Role
Sign Up



ATTRACTING 
MEMBERS
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Many clubs charge a six-month membership fee (TI fees only) for
the workshop and include the membership as an “add-on” for
additional practice.

STEP #5: 
RUNNING
SPEECHCRAFT
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A GREAT WAY TO ATTRACT POTENTIAL MEMBERS
IS TO RUN A SPEECHCRAFT WORKSHOP. IN
TODAY’S ONLINE WORLD, A SHORTER TIMEFRAME
FOR LEARNING IS OFTEN PREFERRED

Often participants see significant
personal growth over the short
timeframe of the workshop and
are eager to continue this
growth. Effectively
communicating the benefits of
continuing as a member is
essential to converting these
participants into longer-term
members.

See the Pathways Accelerator tool (same folder as
this resource, or contact Kimberly Dueck directly at
kbdueck80@gmail.com) for ideas on how to run an
excellent speechcraft workshop.

mailto:kbdueck80@gmail.com


STEP #6: 
TARGETED
MARKETING
Once your club processes are set up, workshops and
meetings planned, you are ready to start marketing,

showing guests an attractive product, and quickly
converting them into active club members. 

The best way to advertise is always word of mouth. Having members
share with family, friends, and colleagues about why they are part of
the group and how they have personally gained benefit results in the
prospect’s ability to see how joining will benefit their situation. 
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The relevant themes identified for the
target market can be advertised on social
media as events. Social media also allows

for targeted marketing based on the
specifics of your target audience or

geographical region. 

Remember: Overcommunication is just as detrimental as
undercommunication! Set a regular cadence for outreach.



STEP 7:
COMMUNITY &
NETWORKING
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Toastmasters members have the opportunity to
network with a unique group of individuals.

These personal and professional connections will
not only help members progress their careers but
also introduce them to life-long friends through
shared interests.

Facilitating events that allow for members to
network within the group as well as with other
Toastmaster clubs or members allows for them to
feel the benefits of these connections and
broadens your clubs network.



When a member joins, give them a gift
with the name of the club; 
Major membership milestones one year,
five years, ten years, etc.; 
Each Pathways level completed; 
Each leadership role served in; 
Any significant contribution to the club. 

Key moments need to be celebrated by
the group, including:
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STEP 8:
RECGONITION AND

CELEBRATION
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It is essential to understand that every individual has
a preference for the type of recognition, i.e. in private
or in front of a group.

Celebrating club achievements regularly is also essential for
motivating the group to strive for excellence. 

Regular updates on the club’s progress throughout the year, along
with a year-end celebration for all notable achievements is
recommended. 

Many clubs leverage a formal gala with End-of-year awards.

Note: The process and methodology for winners of awards will need to be developed and
communicated at the beginning of the year.



ELEVATING 
YOUR CLUB
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COLLECT REGULAR

FEEDBACK

 

Utilizing surveys with

specific questions for

assessment &

workshops

STEP #9: 
FEEDBACK CYCLE

You won't get everything right the first time, and
that's okay! 

The world is in constant evolution and your clubs processes will be
too. It's important to come up with a regular feedback and review
cycle to ensure that the club can stabilize and adapt to processes
before making additional changes 
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REVIEW FEEDBACK

 

Review the outcomes of

the survey, prioritize

concerns and possible

discuss solutions

DISCUSS SOLUTIONS

 

The club as a whole

should discuss the

findings and solutions

to ensure the best path

forward

ADAPT AND STABLIZE

 

Allow for the change to

take place and review

it's impact 3-6 months

after implementation

 Run a "Moments of
Truth" workshop

annually

https://www.google.com/url?q=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.toastmasters.org%2FResources%2FMoments-of-Truth&sa=D&source=editors&ust=1677774136412158&usg=AOvVaw32F-LuXSXaFMdgoLF36QAK


In the first year of a club build or rebuild, the core members will be an active
part of the leadership team and, in future years, become key mentors for
developing club leaders.

Strong leadership is fundamental to a long-term, vibrant club. All
members engaged in tasks, big or small, help them feel part of the
group's success

STEP #10: 
SUCCESSION
PLANNING
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DEVELOP LEADERS TO BE READY TO STEP UP TO
THE PLATE WHEN THE TIME COMES

Successful clubs create sub-committees under the club
executive roles to focus on routine activities needed or
projects to improve specific aspects of the club. Individuals
filling these roles gain a more profound knowledge of how
the club runs and is better prepared to take on the
executive leadership role in a future year.

Special note: if you find your club needs skills such as a social media expert,
consider recruiting members within your target market who are skilled in this
area. Often individuals starting their careers are looking for ways to build their
portfolio and skillset



A solid mentoring program is a great way to support members in
achieving their goals. 

STEP #11: 
THE POWER OF

MENTORING

Whether the mentoring program is formal, i.e. assigned mentors or
informal, members supporting each other is crucial in building a

vibrant, healthy club.
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Mentoring provides development for both the mentor and the
protégé. 

For mentors, developing critical leadership skills effective in all areas
of life and helping tenured members know they are adding value. 

For the protégé, bringing the mentor value with fresh perspectives,
including experience from their career, provides reciprocal value.

PATHWAY GUIDE

LEADERSHIP GUIDE

SPEAKING GUIDE

Mentors may also be
related to a specific
area of the club. 

Members who excel at
certain aspects of the
program may provide
mentorship in that area
to all club members



For a geographical area, the Toastmasters district is a great resource for clubs to
leverage. Attending Area Council meetings, Leadership training, and other district
events is a great way to collaborate with other club leaders, realize you are not alone,
and develop new leadership skills.

Area Director – provides ongoing support as needed by the club, helps stay on track,

builds awareness of district events, and can highlight great resources. May also serve

as a great consultant when the club makes difficult decisions about the group's

future viability. 

Club Sponsors & Mentors – when a club's concept is identified, the district can

provide individuals to support the club's start-up. The individuals who crafted the

concept may also receive credit as a sponsor or mentor.

Club Coaches – when a club is struggling with membership and is looking to rebuild,

the district may provide coaches to support. It is critical to utilize this option for

committed clubs with the energy for a full rebuild.

DISTRICT 
CLUB SUPPORT
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